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SUMMARY

Force tests in two-dimensional flow have been made
in the HLCA 4- by ’6-foot vertical tunnel of the characteri-
stics of an ITACA 0015 airfoil with a balanced flap having
a chord 30 percent of the airfoil chord, a flap-nose over-
hang 50 percent of the flap chord, and a tab having a
chord 20 percent of the flap chord. The results are pre-
seuted in the form of aerodynamic section characteristics
for a sealed and an unsealed gap at the flap nose.

The slope of the lift curve and the lift effective-
ness of the balanced flap were slightly less than those
for the NACA 0009 airfoil with the same flap. The aerody-
namic balance of 50 percent of the flap chord caused over-
balance through sone range of deflections for %oth nose
shapes tested with gaps sealed and unsealed. The blunt
nose shape was moro effoctivo in reducing hinge moments
than the medium nose shape. Unsealing the gap at the nose
of the flap caused a decrease in the slope of the lift
curve and an increase in the effectiveness of the balance
for both nose shapes.

INTRODUCTION

The lTACA has instituted an extensive investigation of
the aerodynamic section characteristics af co,ntrol surfaces
in two-dimensional flow in an effort to determine the typos
of flap arrangement best suited for use as control surfaces
and to provide experimental data for design purposes. The

first phase of the investigation consisted of the experi-
mental determination of the pressure distribution of the
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NACL 0C09 airfoil with many sizes of plain flaps and tabs.
The results of these tests have been presantod in refer-
ence 1 in the form of parameters for determining the char-
act~ristics of a thin symmetrical airfoil with a plain
flap of any chord.

The second phase of the investigation consisted of
force-test measurements in two-dimensional flow of the
characteristics of an ITACA 0G09 airfoil with a 30-percent-
airfoil-chord (0.30c] flap having various amounts of aero-
dynamic balance, various flap-nose shapes, various sizes
of gnp at the flap nose, and various beveled trailing
edges on a flap of thickened profile. The results of
these tests are reported tn references 2 to 6.

A series of tests has been und-ertaken to provide data
for the NACA 0015 airfoil with a 0.30c flap and a 20-
percent-flap-chord ..(O.20cf) plain tab, with various flap-

balance arrangements as previousl~ tested” on the NACA 0009
~i~foil. The results of the -tests are presented in refer-
ence 7 for the plain flap, in reforencc 8 for the flap
with a 0.35cf aerodynamic halanco, and, in the present pa-

p,ez for the flap vith a 0.50cf aerodynamic balance, :
.-

APPARATUS AHD MODEL

The tests were made in the NAGA 4- by 6-fobt vert-ical
tunnel (reference’ 9.). Thetast section of this’ tunnel has
been converted from the original open, circular, 5-fo”ot-
diameter jet t-o a c-losed, rectangular, 4- by 6-foot throat
for force tests. of nod-cl-sin two-dimensional flow.. A
three-conponent balance system is used to measure lift,
dr’~g”,.and pitching moment. ..The hinge moments of the flap
and tab were measure”d -with torque-rod balance built into
the model. .,

Tha 2-foot-chord by ~-foot-span model (fig, 1) was
made of laminated mahogany to tke IIACA 0015 profile (talle
I). For the present tests, it was equipped with a 0.30c
flap and a 0..20cf tab. The flax ha~ an ~erodynamic haZ-
ance that extended forward of the flap-hinge axis 50 per-
cent of ,the flap chord. The balance had two nose shepos,
blunt and medium (fig. 1)”, which were nade in ths form of
interchangeable. nose blocks. Table II gi~es stations and
ordinates for the medium-nose flep balance. The blunt-
noso flap balance vas defined by the normal airfoil Cozltour



with a nose radius of approximately one-half the airfoil
thickness (fig. 1). The gap at tho nose of the flap was
0.005c and, for the sealed-gap tests, was filled with
light gronse. Tho tah was made of lrass, with a nose r~.di--

m us approximately one-half the airfoil thickness at the tab-
c- hinge axis. The gap at the nose of the tab was 0,00Ic and,I’?

A
when sealed-gap tests woro madb, was filI’ed uith light
groaso.

The model, when mounted in the tunnel, completely
spanned the test section. ~~ith this type of installation

two-dimensional flow is approximated; and the section char-
acteristics of the airfoil, flap, and ta% may be doter-
mined. The model was attached to the balance frame by
torque tubes that extended through the sides of the tunnel.
The angle of attack was set from outside the tunnel by ro-
tating the torque tubes with an electric drive. l?lap and
tah deflections were s~t inside the tunnel by templets and
were held by friction clamps on the torque rods that were
used in measuring the hinge moments.

The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 15 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to an air velocity. of
about 76 miles per hour at standard sea-level conditions.
The effective Reynolds num%er of the tests was approximate-
ly 2,760,000. (Ilffective Reynolds num%er = test Reynolds
number X turbulence factor. The turbulence factor for the
4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel is 1.93.)

The flap was set at deflections from 0° to 25° in 5°0
increments. The tab was set at deflections from 0° to 20
in 5° increments for both flap-nose shapes. The ta% tests
were made with the flap neutral and with both flap and tab
gaps unsealed because in previous tests the balanced flap
was found more effective with the gap unsealed. The blunt
and medium nose shapes wore tested throughout the flap-
deflection range with the flap and tab geps either both
sealed or both unsealed. The lift, the drag, and the
pitching moments of the airfoil and the hinge moments of
the flap and the tab were measured. For each ”flap and tab
setting, force tests were made throughout tho angle-of-
attack range at 2° increments from negative stall to pos-
itive stall. When either stal~ position was approached,
the increment was reduced to 1 angle of attack.
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Symbols

‘The coefficients and the symbols used in this paper
are defined as follows:

cd
o

cm

Ch
f

Cht

where

1

do

m

hf

ht

c

Cf

c~

q

and

airfoil section lift coefficient (1/qc)

airfoil section profile-drag coefficient (dofqc)

airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient (m/qc2)

flap section hinge-moment coefficient (hf/qcf2)

tab section hin~e-riloment coefficient (ht/qct=) ‘

airfoil section lift

airfoil section profile drag

airfoil section pitching noment a~out quarter-chord.
.point of airfoil

flap section hinge moment

tab section hinge moment

chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutra~

flap chord

tab chord

dynamic pressure

\
angle of attack fox airfoil of infin”ito aspect ratio

flap deflection with respect to airfoil

tab deflection with respect to flap’

● ✎

v
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also

acz
c1

a( free) ()‘Z- 0 Chf=o

~hf
c~ =

fa (3)a. sf,8t

/acht
“ cht6t )= tast ~,8. -

The subscripts outside the parentheses represent the
factors held constant during the measurement of the param-
eters.

Precision

The accuracy of the data is indicated by the deviation
from zero o~ lift and moment coefficients at an angle of
attack of O . The maximum error in effect~ve angle of at-
tack at zero lift appears to be about *0.2 . Flap deflec-
tions were set within *3,2°. Tunnel corrections,- experi-
mentally determined in the 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel,
were applied only to lift. The hinge moments are probably
slightly higher than would be obtained in free air and,
consequently, the values presented are considered conserva-
tive. The increments of profile-drag coefficient are bo-
lioved to, be accurate within *0.0005 and should be reason-
ably independent of tunnel effect, although the absolute
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value is subject to an unknown correction. Inaccuracies
in the section data “presented are thought to he negligi-
ble relative to inaccuracies that will be incurred in the
applic~tion of the data to finite airfoils.

Presentation of Data

The lift, pitching-moment, and hinge-moment character-
istics of NACA 0015 airfoil with a 0.30c flap are presented
in figures 2 and 3 for the blunt and nedium. flap-nose shapes,
respectively, with the gaps sealed and unsealed. Some param-
eters from the curves of tiguros 2 and 3 are given in table
111. The tabulated slopos ~Vore measured at small flap de-
flections and small angles of attack where the curves aro
linear .

Tho increments of profile-drag coefficient c~,used by
flap deflection are given in figure 4 and were obtained by
deducting the profile-drag coefficient of the airfoil. with
flap and tab neutral from the profile-drag coefficients
wi’th the flap deflected, n.11 other factors being constant.

The effects of deflecting a 0.20cf tab on the aerody-
namic characteristics with flap neutral at various angles
of attack are shown in figures 5 and 6 for the blunt and
medium nose shapes, respectively. The increments of lift
and of flap hinge-moment coefficient caused by tab deflec-
tion were obtained by deducting tho coefficient with tho
tah neutral from the coefficients with the tab deflected,
all other factors being constant.

DISCUSSIOIT 03’AERODTNM41C S?JCTION CEAILACTERISTICS.

Lift

Tigures 2 s.nd 3 show th~t the lift curves of tho NACA
0015 airfoil for the various flap deflections are of tho
sam’o general shapo as tho corresponding curves for the NACA
0009 airfoil (reforenco 3), At a given flap deflection,
howover, t~o angle of attack at which the airfoil stalls
is about 5 groat”or for tho thicker airfoil than for the
thinner airfoil; consequently, the rmxirnum lift coaffioiont ‘
of the thicker airfoil was greater hy about 0.4. This of-
foct may be attributed to the greater nose radius of tho
thicker airfoil.

The slopo of tho lift curve Cz (table 111) was un-
a

.,
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affect ed hy the flap-nose shapes tested but was affected
considerably by gap, decreasing when .the gap was unsealed.
This result is in agreement Irith that for the EACA 0009
airfoil (reference 3). The reduction in

Cta due to un-

sealing the gap for the NACA 0009 airfoil, hovever, is not
directly comparable with that in the present tests inasmuch
as the gap used on the thinner airfoil was only 0.0015c as
compared with a gap of 0.005c for the present tests.. The
slope

c la
with the gap sealed was somevhat smaller for

the thicker airfoil than for the thinner airfoil.

The effectiveness of the nap in producing lift is

indicn,tcd by tho paramotor

(’

bao in table III. A com-
w .2

parison of thoso values with the data of roforence 7 indi-
c~tes that the flap with a 0.50cf ovorhang has approxi-

mately the same lift effectiveness as the plain flap ex-
cept for the flap with a hunt nose and a 0.005c gap, for
which the lift effectiveness is slightly higher than for
tho plain flap. The lift offectivonoss of the flap with “
large balanco on the NACA 0015 airfoil is smaller. than for
the similar flap on the NACA 0009 airfoil except for the
hunt-nose flap with a 0.005c gap, which gives approxi-
mately the same effectiveness OQ loth airfoils.

The lift effectiveness of the blunt-nose flap is
greater than that of the’ medium-nose flap. Because of
separation of flow over the flap, the %luht-nose flap
lost all its lift effectiveness when deflected more than
15° in conjunction with the angle of attack; under the
same conditions the medium-nose flap mai’ntai,ped its ef-
fectiveness to a deflection of 25°. At flap deflections
in opposition to the angle of attack, a condition that is
the normal operating ‘range for a horizontal tail surface,
the flap with either nose shape was effectiv~ in produc-
ing increments of lift to a deflection of ’25 , the larg-
est deflection tested. Because of separation phenomena,
howevar, the effectiveness at large flap deflections was
not so great as that at small deflections.

Hinge Monent of Flap
.

!)?benature of the distribution of pressure over the
flap on the ,NACA 0015 airfoil is kno~rn to be differant
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from that over the flap on the NA”CA 0009 airfoil. This
condition is indicated by the fact that the slope ch

fa

is more positive and the hinge-moment coefficient curves
are linear over a smaller range of angles of attack for
the thicker airfoil than for the thinner airfoil. The air
flow over the trailing-odgo portion of the thick airfoil
is probably somcvhat similar to that discussed in refer-
ence 6 for flaps of thfckonod profile and beveled trail-
ing edgee.

,
It is important to rememb~r that the parameters in

table 111 represent the slopes of the cur%os at zero flap
deflection and at an .anglo of attack of O . ‘1’hoyaro
valid, thorofore, only for tho small range in which the
curves aro linear and should bo used only as an indication
of the rolativo merits of difforont flap-nose shapes. In
the calculation cf the characteristics of a control sur-
faco , thorofore, the hinge-noment coefficient curves (figs.
2 and 3) should be used rather than the tabulated param-
Ctors.

All thozdata in this report are for infinito as-poet
ratio. Tho effect of finite aspect ratio on tho hingo-
nonont characteristics is discussed in rofcronco 1. It
should he noted here that ch

f%
and Chfaf _will change

in magnitude, and possibly in sign, with a changa in as-
pect ratio. Those facts are inportant for the sulject in-
vestigation bocauso tho paranotors are small and their
signs aro critical.

On the NACA 0015 airfoil all the flap-nose 8h8pOs
and gaps tostod on tho flap with a 0,50cf overhang gave
noro positive values of Chfa than did similar flap ar-

rangonents on the NACA 0009 airfoil (reference 3). Tho
variation of bingo-moment coefficient with flap deflec-
tion Chf was snallor for tho balanced flap on tho .

af

thicker than on tho thinner airfoil for all flap arrang&-
nents tested. These effects ~~ere sinilar to those for a
plain flap on the MACA 0015 airfoil (roforonce 7), .“

It is apparent fron figures 2 and 3 that, vith gaps
sealed and unsealed, the balanced flap of tho present in~

.’

vestigation producod overbalance through SOLIO range of
.

flap dofloctions for both flap-nosa shapes. ~ho amount of
.

b“
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. . tho overbalance and the range through which it extended
was greater for the blunt-noso flap. Unsealing the gap at
the noso of the flap caused an increase positively of,’both
c~

f;
and ChfGf’ a result that is in agreenont with the

results for the thin airfoil (reference 3).

3ec~uso the flap with 0.50cf overhang was overlalancod

throughout sor,e rnnge of deflection, it cannot ba used
without notifications. A trailing-edge tab deflected in
tho sano direction as the flap nay be used in conjunction
vith this flap nrrangencnt to ovorcone the overhal~nc~ of
the flap (roferonce 3). Such an unbalancing tab will in-
crease the lift effectiveness of the flap, with the result
that the deflection required to obtain a given increment
of lift will not he so great as that for a conventional.
fla~ of the same chord. Bec,ause chf is positive, the

a
flap will float against the relative wind, a fact
should cause the static stability of the airplane
controls free to exceed that with controls fixed.

Rudders with a large positive value of ch
a

that
wi”th

and con-
●

siderahle fr.iction”al damping have lean reported to cause
undesirable flying qualities on a num%er of airplanes hav-
ing small directional stability. These airplanes showed a
tendency to oscillate in yaw but the undesirable charac–
teristic has been corrected by making ~ha and More

c%f

negative. Ylight tests of one airplane at Langley I’!emorial
Aeronautical Laboratory in which the rudder had a positive
value of ,c~ and the airplane had a large amount of di-

a
rectional stalility indicated that the behavior of the air-
plane was satisfactory.” A theoretical analysis currently
being made at the Laboratory shows that a positive value
of ch is desirable provided that other factors are prop-

a
orly controlled.

Pitching Iloments

~Cm()
q

The values of the parameters
~ ma

and
()act Sf

listed in ta%le III indicate the position” of the aerodynam-
ic center of the airfoil. When the lift is varied by
changing the angle of attack, at a flap deflection of 0°
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the aerodynamic center of the airfoil is at the 0.235c ;,
point for both flap-nose shapes with the gap sealed and at
the 0.225c point for bcth flap-nose shapes with the 0.005c
gap. When the lift is var ed by changing flap deflection,i
at an angle of attnck of O , the aerodynamic center is at
the 0,41c point foz both nose shapes with gaP sealed and
at the 0.42c point fGr ~oth nose shapes with the 0,005c

gay , Tho positions of the aerodynamic center for the pres-
ent tests are in good agreement with those for the airfoil
with plain flap (reference 7). The position of the aero-
dynamic contor for the flap deflected is a function of
aspect ratio (refarence 1) and will move toward the trail-
ing edge as the aspect ratio is decreased.

‘ Dzag

The measured vnlues” of dr~.g cannot be considered abso-
lute because of a relatively large unknown tunnel correc-
tion. The increments of profile-drag coefficient caused
by flap deflection (fig. 4), however, should be independent
of tuynel effect. The medium-nose flap gave i=.nincrease in
mini.~um profile-drag coefficient of shout 0.0022 over that
of the plain flap on the same airfoil (reference 7). Vith
the l)lunt-nose flap the increase was within the experi- .
marital accuracy of the tests. \

.

Tab Characteristics

In general, the tal characteristics for the balanced
flap are similar to those for a tab on th~ plain flaP
(reference 7) . At a flap deflection of O , the effective-
ness of the tab in changing the flap hinge-moment coeffi-
cients was greatest when the tab was defleoted in conjunc-
tion with the angle of .attaak. This result is opposite
to that for a tab of tho same size on an NACA 0009 airfoil,
for which the effectiveness of the tah was greatest when
the tab deflection and the angle of att~ck wero in opposi-
tion. AS previously discussed, the overbalance of the
flap that occurred when the large overhang was used on the
flap may be overcome by the use of a differentially oper-

“ atod unbalancing tab deflected in the same direction as
the flap.

BaI.ancing Effectiveness of Various Overhangs
.

The values of the hinge-moment parameters for blunt-

———— .—. ...-.= .~ , .{,,. ,., :—-~ y-y—— -—- ‘..
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nose flaps on the NACA 0009 and NACA 0015 airfoils are pro-
sentod as a function of aerod:?nanic balance in figure 7.
Tl:e data are summarized from the investigations reported
in roforonces 2 to 8, with the exclusion of reference 6,

‘.”3 ~vhich does not deal with overhanging lalances . The unsealed
P
Pa gap was 0.005c in all cases except that it was 0.0015c for

A the largest overhang on the NACA 0009-airfoil. Tho plain
unbalanced flap, because it is hinged at the center of its
ncso radius, has an overhang, This overhang, however, can
contribute no lalancing affect because all forces normal
to the surface of the ovorhang act through the hinge axis.

. .

Figure 7 shows that, for both airfoils, the hinge nO-
nents of a balanced flap were reduced by unsealing the gap.
Tho rate of change of hinge-moment parameters with increas-
ing aerodynamic balance was greater for the thinner airfoil
than for the thicker airfoil. On both airfoils, the flap
with 0.35cf overhaag did not produce overbalance, but with

0.50cf overhang the flap was overbalanced. Tho paraneter

c becane positive with a 0.35cf overhang on the thicker
“fa

airfoil but, on the thinner airfoil, a 0.50cf overhang was
‘-eqvirad to produce a sinilar effect.

COITCLUSIONS

The,results of the tests of the NACA 0015”airfoil
with a balanced f’lap having a chord 30 percent of the air-
fcil chord and a flap-nose overhang 50 percent of the
flap chord compared with tho results of previous tests of
a sinilar flap on the NACA 0009 airfoil indicate the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1: The slope of the lift curve for the NACA 0015 air-
fci.1 was slightly less than that for the NACA 0009 airfoil
and decreased when the gap at the flap nose was unsealed.

2. The lift effectiveness of the flap with large
balance on the NACA 0015 airf.il was practically the sane
as that of the plain flap on the same airfoil and as that
of the sinilar flap.on the NACA 0009 airfoil.

3. The blunt-nose balance was more effective in re-
ducing flap hinge monents and caused gredter overbalance
than tho nediun-nose balance, but the effectiveness of the
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blunt-nose balance was not naintainad to so high a flap df3-
flection when the flap was deflected in conjunction with
the angle of attack as that of the uedium-nose balance.

4. The nediuz-nose flap caused an increase in mini-
Hum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0022 over that of the
airfoil with ~lnin flap, whereas tho blunt-nose flap gave
no noasl.lr.nble”increase .

5. The tal), when doflec~ed in conjunction” with the
angle of attack, ga~e greater increments of lift and flap .
hinge-mo~ent cocffici~nts per unit tab deflection than
when doflectad in opposition to the angle of attack.

—.
lTational Advisorr Cormitteo for Aeronautics,
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Table”l.- Ordinates for HA(YA0015 Table II. - Stations and
ordinates for
medium-nose
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